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It feels as I’ve told the story on how everything with 
me and doing punk rock stuff came about a million 
times now, so I won’t get into it one more time. 
But I can give you the short story - after years of 
doing a webzine I wanted to do a paper zine again, 
and when Sonny said he’d been having the same 
thoughts and asked me if I wanted to do something 
together - well, you should be able to figure out the 
answer to that one yourself.

As you will notice, or already have noticed, there 
are no reviews in this zine. Why? Well, both me 
and Sonny do our own webzines and everything we 
get for review ends up there. We have absolutely 
nothing against reviews, but we don’t want to waste 
space by inlcuding them in two, or three, places and 
we didn’t want to be in a situation where we’d have 
to choose which reviews should go where. So, if 
reviews is all you’re after, we’re sorry you wasted 
your money on this, but at least you found out where 
to look for them.

There’s one really bad thing about my zine situation 
at the moment. I did a limited-to-twenty printrun of 
my first paper zine almost ten years ago and have 
been doing the webzine since. So even though I 
consider this my first REAL attempt to do a paper 
zine I’ve been involed with the zine making for many 
years. This is bad why? Well, if you think it sucks I 
can’t blame it on being my first attempt - even though 
in one way it is. So please, no negative feedback! 
Kidding of course, all feedback is more than wel-
come. And please people, when I say that - I mean 
it. Don’t think someone else will give their opinion 
which probably is that same as yours so it’s no point 
in letting us know a second time, we want YOUR 
opinion. If we will listen to it or not is a whole other 
story.

We also want you to send in your ads! It won’t cost 
you a thing, BUT, we here at Dömd fully decide 
which ads we’ll use. We won’t print all that comes, 
and we will never print anything we don’t see fitting 
in this zine, for one reason or another. And if we don’t 
choose your label/band/zine... it’s not ‘cause you’re 
not “cool”, we just went with another one this time 
around. We will prioritize ads for zines above any-
thing else.

Mathias Krogh - Edgrensgatan 27 - 671 50 Arvika - Sweden 
www.attackfanzine.net - info@attackfanzine.net

Suspect: KROGH

 Inspiration while this was in the making:

  No Hope For the Kids - s/t LP, Aus-Rotten - 

The Rotten Agenda LP, Stormcrow - Enslaved 

in Darkness LP, AGE - Four Wings LP,  

   Massgrav/Diskonto - split   CD, Victims - 

Divide and Conquer CD, Icons of Filth -  The 

  Mortarhate Projects CD, Voco Protesta/

Blinded Humanity - split 7”, Besthöven - A 

Lei Do Mais Fraco... LP, and lots of other 

        new and old stuff...



Sonny Stark - Sunnanväg 6 O - 222 26 Lund - Sweden
www.riseandsubvert.net - sonny@massmord.net

They made me do it:

Rajoitus - Hat mörker amfetamin LP

Nödslakt - Allt du äger är ditt hat CD-R 

Unhinged - Crime & Punishment LP 

Signal Lost - Children of the wasteland LP 

Skitsystem - Stigmata CD 

Born/Dead - Repitition 7” 

Lost World - Capitalism is the disease 2x7”

I can’t believe that this is really happening. I’ve tried 
since ‘97 to do a fanzine and failed in every attempt 
to do so. Now we are only weeks from holding the 
very first issue of DÖMD in our hands. I have to tell 
you that it feels great.
The idea of this fanzine is really simple; 2 persons 
writing about punk in different aspects. It’s what we 
wanted to do and since both me and Krogh have our 
own webzines and, as it seems, too much time on 
our hands we decided to team up.
Since Krogh allready have all the usefull information 
about adds and stuff in his introduction, I’m gonna 
tell you about our thoughts regarding the content of 
Dömd Fanzine.
To begin with, we will not have any reviews what-
soever in this fanzine. We will have a minimum of 
two interviews in each issue and allways with one 
band from Sweden. Since there are so many great 
bands forming in Sweden at the moment we feel like 
spreading the word about them to the rest of the 
world. Sure, there are great bands forming all over 
the world, but since we both live in Sweden it feels 
like we have more information about new swedish 
bands than bands from other countries and hopefully 
there are people in other countries that will use this 
idea to write about the bands there too.
Dömd fanzine is also going to have a band profiled in 
each issue with info, discography and all the things 
we can find about the band. We think that there 
are so many awesome bands out there that never 
got the attention they deserved while they were still 
around.
I probably forgott about a lot of things that I should 
have brought up, but I can’t think of anything at the 
moment. I have so many other things going in my 
head at the moment. I hope you will enjoy this fan-
zine and as Krogh already mentioned, we want to 
hear what you think of it whether it’s positiv or nega-
tive feedback.

Over and out //Sonny

Suspect: SONNY

Our eternal thanks 
to Stian Nakkeskudd 
for his help!



It’s exactly a year since I recieved the answers to the first questions I sent away to Garmonbozia, but when I 

sent some follow up questions things got delayed. The band never got them, or missed the mail, or something 

like that and the interview never got finished. A while ago I read through the answers I’d gotten again and real-

ized I really wanted to publish the interview and decided to send a mail to see what happened. That’s when we 

understood that they’d never seen the questions. So I sent them the questions again, and this time things went a 

lot smoother. And the band looked over the answers given a year back to make sure the interview is up-to-date.

Garmonbozia come from Minneapolis and play haunting crust with female vocals and cello. The music varies 

from quiet and intricate melodies, to full-on d-beat thrash. They have been compared to the sounds of Remains 

of the Day and Monuments to Ruins, but this is better. Krogh - April 2006

We’ll start this the traditional way, by letting 
you tell us who you are, what you do in the 
band, etc. etc.
Sean: Sticks and Bones
Aaron: Guitar (both air and real)
Dustin: Guitar and cigarettes
Tom: Bass and wearing wigs for underwear
Mariko: Screams and shouts
Lisa: Cello and cat scratch fever 

Garmonbozia means “pain and sorrow”. Is this 
what the band name stands for, or is it the word 
in itself as a good band name that’s important?
Aaron: The word “Garmonbozia” comes from the 
David Lynch movie “Fire Walk with Me”.  The word 
is said by a midget from another dimension.  (I 
have no idea what the hell is going on with that 
scene or how it relates to the rest of the movie, but 
whatever).  
I think originally the name was chosen for the 
sound of the word itself.  Being an unusual word, it 
has a certain power to it.  It’s dark and cryptic yet 
goofy at the same time, which describes us well.  
But the meaning of the word is also important since 
most of our songs are about dealing with pain and 
sorrow in some form or another.  But while a lot 
of our songs may seem rather pessimistic, there 
is strength to be found in the music as well, the 
strength which grows from pain.

When and why did you decide on using the 
cello in your music? Did you know it was going 
to be there from the start or did you feel some-
thing was missing, and therefore added it?
Lisa: I lived at the house where Garmonbozia 
started to practice, and was friends with all these 
fools.  Originally, I was just going to play one song 
with them, but the fools brainwashed me into play-
ing more!  It worked out so well, and was fun, so we 
kept going, and here I am, almost five years later, 
still making music with them.  It was just kind of a 
mishap I guess, that I play with them.  

Mariko: We just kind of thought having a cello in 
one of our songs would be really epic and cool, 
nothing was missing, but adding a cello definitely 
took us in a different direction, and we ended up 
wanting cello in all our music.

You’re yet another band that’s doing a demo 
and then go straight at the full-length. Did you 
trust your material enough, did the corporate 
big shots at Profane Existence convince you, 
or are the some other grand scheme behind it 
all?
Mariko: There was at least 2 years between that 
crappy demo tape and when we were approached 
by PE, so we had enough material to do a full 
length. I think both PE and we ourselves had 
enough confidence in our music to go for it. Why 
put out a 7” when you can put out an LP?   
Lisa: I thought it was a big step, and don’t know if 
we were completely ready, some things could have 
been better about the recording, but my attitude at 
the time was “why Not?”  Dan at PE was willing to 
do a full length, and some of our songs were too 
long to fit on a side of a 7”, so we just went for the 
full-length.  
Aaron: I personally am not a big fan of most 7”s.  
Too many bands try to fit too much music on a 7” 
and the sound quality suffers.  You can only have 
6 minutes on each side before the sound quality 
goes down, and we wanted the song “Hourly wage, 
hourly slave” on the record and it is over 7 minutes 
long.  So it was either a 10” or an LP, and 10’s 
are not economical.  We decided to make an LP 
before PE talked to us.  Our friend Brian was going 
to put it out, and then PE asked if they could do the 
record as a split.  But Brian had financial trouble 
and dropped off, and it became a full PE release.  
It took us forever to get around to recording, by the 
time we recorded the LP, we had been together for 
over 2 years, so we had lots of time to revise songs 
and fix the weak parts.  I am very glad everything 



worked out how it did, although sometimes we move so ago-
nizingly slow it drives me fucking mad.  

Was it scary at all putting out an LP right away?
Sean: A little-it was the first real release most of us had done.  
We were a little afraid to seem, I don’t know…presumptuous?  
But one of the songs we really wanted was really long, so an 
LP seemed a better idea.
Lisa: I was also a bit scared, but did not have expectations 
about how it would be received.  So it wasn’t too scary 
because I didn’t have any idea to base it on.  
Mariko: It felt so long awaited that anything less wouldn’t 
have been enough.

What do you guys do besides punk? School? Work?
Sean: Work 40 hrs a week.
Mariko: I am a hairstylist, and currently involved with trying 
to get support groups together, one for prevention and educa-
tion on sexual assault, and the other for those in our commu-
nity with mental illness. 
Aaron: I was a driver for DHL for a while but now I am unem-
ployed, I usually try to work in the winter.  Music is my main 
focus, either listening to it, playing it, or studying it.  The Tuba 
is my main instrument other than guitar, but I also dabble with 
other instruments like the piano.  I also do other things like 
cross country skiing, and going on boat trips.  And of course I 
like the usual hippy punk stuff like biking, reading, swimming, 
and exploring.  
Lisa: I work gardening and at a hippy shop selling incense to 
crazy old men, stoned teenagers, and crazy-haired middle-
aged ladies wearing tie-dye.  Otherwise all the regular activi-

ties and hobbies, like collective work, 
traveling, planning shows, learning and 
teaching music and instruments, bike-
riding, being a mom to my dear cat.  

The previous question leads us on to 
the subject of lyrics. Sometimes I can 
feel that lyrics like those to “Hourly 
Wage, Hourly Slave” can be a bit “better 
than thou”. Not that I disagree with 
them or anything and I know their pur-
pose and I couldn’t agree more. But 
still, at times, I experience that a band 
is just reminding us “others” that we’re 
still trapped inside the wheel, running 
for our lives  not realizing that while 
we’re running our lives are disappear-
ing behind us  when the ones remind-
ing us have gotten out.
It’s probably my own bitterness and 
lack of guts to deal with it that makes 
me feel this way, but have you ever 
thought about that effect with a lyric 
like that?
Aaron: Unfortunately, I do agree that this 
song does have kind of a “better than 
thou” feel to it.  I came up with the concept 
to the song a long time ago and Mariko 
wrote most of the lyrics.  I am respon-
sible for the chorus and the cheesy line 
“slow the fuck down, don’t live so fast, 
live each fucking day like it’s your fucking 
last.”  (the fucks added for rhythmic pur-
poses).  It was my first attempt at writing 
lyrics and I am not very proud of them.  I 
had originally intended the song to be not 
just another anti-work song, but I wanted 



to include the notion of reclaiming work by 
channeling your labor into things you love 
or care about.  Of course this is not always 
an option for people.  I was going to write a 
blurb in the lyric sheet going more in depth 
on the subject, but didn’t.  
 I guess I intended this song to 
be not as much about punks struggling to 
get by, as much as I was thinking about 
people in the mainstream who work so 
much harder to gain unnecessary dispos-
able income that ultimately does not bring 
them happiness.  I do not think working is 
always bad, and I do not look down upon 
people for doing what they have to do to 
survive.  All of us are wage slaves to some 
degree or another; we are all trapped inside 
the wheel.  Yet there are still jobs out there 
that can be meaningful and fulfilling.  They 
take a lot of work and are fucking hard to 
find though.  
Mariko: I think any lyrics that I write are 
usually aimed at myself as well.  We all 
have to work and when Aaron came to me 
with some lyrics to that song I kind of had 
to feel where he was coming from and write 
the rest of the song with what I had to say.  
The idea I believe, is not to let the work 
consume who you are.  I struggle with that 
everyday myself.  

Mariko, for those out there that not yet 
have heard, or read the lyrics to, “No 
Free Ride”, would you care to explain a 
little about you illness?
Mariko: I am a schizo-affective with bi-
polar, depression, anxiety, and a borderline 

personality disorder, I also have chronic insomnia and have not 
had natural sleep in at least 2 years.  I take a lot of medication 
that keeps me functioning and alive and out of psyche wards, 
and keeps me from being a danger to myself and others.  

In the song “Breaking the Silence” you talk about not feel-
ing welcomed as a woman in the punk scene. Is it harder 
to deal with these issues within the scene than in “normal” 
society, seen as punk claims not to have these things? Do 
you think a lot of people feel “I’m still better than that guy at 
that place” and stops to think about it there?
Mariko: I think that people are people, and when confronted 
with certain issues they either get defensive, or they say to them-
selves, “that is not me.”  And then there are some people that 
actually stand back and realize some things they didn’t even 
know they were doing or was happening and then hopefully 
change takes place in a small way.  
Lisa: I think it is harder to deal with these issues in the scene 
because in the mainstream “we” as punks can point fingers 

at “them.”  We can therefore choose to ignore it, or try to let 
larger society deal with these over-arching problems, whereas 
when we seen sexism within ourselves and our communities, it 
takes more than just a superficial attempt, or catchy slogan to 
deal with our own internalized sexisms.  It takes really working 
through our thoughts, emotions, interactions, and realizing how 
this rigidly gendered society has informed or limited our identity 
and views since birth.   It can be really difficult to understand the 
ways that some nebulous “institution” named “patriarchy” can 
inform our specific relationships with others, in our personal lives 
and not just on paper and theories.  I don’t think I will ever have 
completely figured all this out inside myself.  
 It can also be harder to deal with because no one 
wants to think that their friend is a “sexist” because that label has 
been reserved for “frat-boys” or for kinds of people punks poke 
fun at.  We need to learn how to make each other accountable, 
and I do not have the answers for how to necessarily do that.  
We need working ways to deal with things like sexual assault, 
abuse, homophobia, transphobia, and sexism in our community, 
but there often is no working model of how to do this in a sup-
posed “progressive” movement.  I am happy however, to see 
that although sexism does happen and some punks perpetrate 
it, there are also plenty of awesome punk men who I have met 
actively fighting against it, men who have been great allies and 
supporters.  I think it is also important to focus on the ways these 
people are helping to make the community a safer place, and 
see that although there are the same problems in the scene that 
we see in “normal” society, there are also lots of people taking 
an active stance against it.  

Do you encounter a lot of unintentional sexism? How do 
people react when confronted about it, if confronted?
Mariko: I think a lot of sexism we encounter is unintentional; 
people a lot of times don’t even realize that they are being sexist.  

The self titled LP released on
Profane Existence Records 2004



are not a racist band.  Anybody looking for 
meaning in that song won’t find much; it is 
not supposed to be a serious song, which 
makes for a nice break from our other 
songs.  The name of the song came from 
us sitting around at practice thinking “what 
are we going to name this stupid song,” 
then from my mouth came “Thor’s Immor-
tal Hammer.”  For some stupid reason it 
stuck.  
 There is of course a strong 
Minnesotan-Nordic connection because of 
the Scandinavians who settled here, and 
us being in a band from Minnesota playing 
dark melodic music makes sense for us to 
use Nordic imagery.  The cover art for the 
LP is supposed to be a Viking funeral.  It is 
really a shame that a few extremist idiots 
in corpse paint can make people have a 
knee-jerk reaction against something as 
harmless as mythology.  Granted Vikings 
did do some awful things, you could say 
the same for almost every culture, and 
there were positive impacts as well.  I just 
see the Viking thing as positive traits like 
strength and perseverance, not conquest 
and dominance, but that is just me.
 I don’t think Norse culture 
should be equated with far-right move-
ments.  There is no reason why our punk 
culture cannot draw from the positive 
aspects of Norse culture as well.  If Celtic 
imagery and culture can be prevalent in 
crust, why can’t Nordic imagery be?  In 
Minnesota there has been a Nordic culture 
revival, with festivals like the Nordic Roots 
fest, which feature amazing folk musi-
cians.  But here it is mostly the left-leaning 
progressive types who turn out.  So, the 
mythology should not be limited to a few 
extremist idiots.  It is only when you start to 
only care about Norse culture, things get 

I find having the medium of a band is a non-confrontational 
way to address issues like this.  Individual confrontation is 
not always the best way, having a couple people policing the 
scene is not always the most effective way.  But not to say that 
anyone should bite her or his tongue, fight sexism however you 
feel moved to.  
Lisa: I think unintentional sexism is bound to happen when 
people are learning, by trial and error.  In the scene, I’ve seen 
men doubt women’s ability to make music and organize shows, 
and I have seen women get completely ignored, not taken seri-
ously.  This kind of sexism is not so blatant and sometimes 
the unintentional can be hard to name and talk about.  I have 
experienced backlash by name-calling, and extreme defen-
siveness, although I have not always brought up these issues 
in the best of ways.  I have not always reacted to sexism 
in the most productive way, but sometimes anger gets in the 
way, and emotions run high; things can get heated.  Ideally 
dialogue could begin, because being willing to talk to each 
other, teach, and learn is where the change will happen, not 
by simply attacking or calling someone out.  This can be hard 
to do, but we have to be willing to grow, and growth I think 
will come not only as individuals, but as a community working 
together, admitting our mistakes and trying to overcome them.  

If Garmonbozia came from Sweden and had the line,”We’re 
coming! To get you and your kind” in a song called,”Thor’s 
Immortal Hammer” you would most likely be labeled a 
racist/nazi band. And on good grounds as the Nordic 
mythology is their, right wing bands, trademark and most 
of ‘em sing about how they will, by the help of their ances-
tors and their gods, reclaim this land.
I am aware that it’s very different in America, but was this 
something you knew about? If not, how do you look upon 
this fact?
Mariko: Ok, we knew this song might be taken in a bad way.  
Since I am the one who write the song, I will address this.  
First of all, the song has nothing to do with white power.  I do 
not even consider myself to be white.  Although the lyrics are 
rather vague, if you read the rest of the lyrics you can take it 
in any direction you look to take it in.  It was the first political 
song I had written, and was aimed with my lofty 20-year-old 
ideals at activists, and everything they fought against.  My 
band mates thought that adding the phrase “Thor’s Immortal 
Hammer” would be really funny and epic and metal, so that’s 
why it’s thrown in there awkwardly.  Me being a comic book 
geek thought the idea of Thor was awesome (Do you guys 
have that comic in Sweden?).  But actually, I am kind of embar-
rassed of the song now, because I feel that the lyrics are not 
from my heart, or what I believe in anymore, because your 
ideals can change so much over so many years.  
Sean: There’s no reason to give anything to Nazis.  Vikings 
were in many ways fucked up, but that does not mean one 
cannot appreciate, for instance, the romance of a Viking 
funeral.  And some of the mythological ideas are cool, so I’ll 
use them if I am so inclined.  If you shy away because shit-
heads also like it, you’re giving it to them and it is forever 
associated with them.  If Nazis started wearing Garmonbozia 
T-shirts, I would not quit the band; that would just be giving up.  
Besides, we are not Odinists or whatever; it is just almost an 
inside joke.  Fuck Nazis.  
Aaron: Yes, we were aware of the black metal Nazi movement 
over there and that people could take that song the wrong 
way.  We discussed putting in a disclaimer in the lyric sheet, 
but figured that people would be intelligent enough to know we 



sketchy.  You have to remain open to other cul-
tures and ideas as well.  Anyways, I am ranting.  
Let me just say that sometimes when it is winter 
and you have a minus 30 degree wind-chill and 
you are trying to bike across town…you just need 
a little Viking imagery in the back of your head.  

Yeah, you can get the Thor comic book here 
in Sweden, but at special comic book stores 
only.
And just to clarify and straighten out eventual 
question marks (if needed) - I don’t, and never 
did, think you were racist. I was just curious 
to whether this was a known issue and if it 
had been discussed within the band.
And I totally agree on that you shouldn’t 
avoid imagery/a subject/whatever you like 
just ‘cause some idiots are using it. And also, 
it’s not all black metal; we do have some 
right wing “punk” bands doing that thing too. 

Although it was bigger before when Ultima 
Thule for some reason was more or less 
accepted by the public in general.
Anyway, while we’re on the subject of imagery 
- what are your thoughts on the ever re-curing 
war theme on punk records, zines, t-shirts…? 
Has it gone from “horrendous” to “cool”?
Aaron: Yes, I think war imagery has lost most 
of its shock value.  It seems like a standard has 
been set that punk bands, especially in the d-beat 
crust genre, use that imagery.  I mean it makes 
sense for a type of harsh and aggressive music 
to deal with war from the very sonic nature of the 
music itself.  Aesthetically hardcore is the musical 
equivalent of war.  And I don’t think it is necessar-
ily bad, cause people still need to be exposed to 
and reminded of the horror that mankind continu-
ally unleashes upon itself.  But I’m not sure most 
of the people who are in that scene are as much 



into activism and stopping the carnage as much 
as they are subconsciously interested in living up 
to an image.  Now there are plenty of exceptions 
to that of course, yet often I’ve noticed that people 
inspired from an activist standpoint tend to either 
break away from the crustier side of the scene or 
become more jaded.
Yet for some reason we are all drawn to the aes-
thetics of war.  War is part of our nature whether 
we like it or not.  Why do punks wear bullets belts?  
Because they look cool as hell.  Admit it.  When I 
was a kid I was obsessed with military stuff, I used 
to daydream all the time about being in some elite 
squad of commandos, and blowing up stuff and 
shit like on TV.  I never really thought of it as 
taking the lives of fellow human beings.  It was 
just a fantasy land that I used to channel my nega-
tive energy.  When I grew older and discovered 
punk, that same raw ADHD energy was channel 
into daydreaming about making sonic warfare.  
Instead of blasting people away with a machine 
gun, my attention was focus on unleashing crush-
ing guitar riffs against the “powers that be”.  As 
ridiculous as that sounds, that’s pretty much what 
hardcore is about. 
Punk can be a great outlet for venting aggression, 
but unfortunately you can get trapped in it and let 
it consume you.  Your just gonna burn yourself 
out if you’re pissed off all the time.  When you 
get older you realize that it’s a whole lot smarter 
to focus your energy on doing constructive things 
with your life and deal with your own problems 
instead of trying to fight the whole world.  Whoa I 
kind of wandered of topic there.  Sorry.

Punk and hardcore records are getting more 
and more easily available to the broad public 
through big record stores and such. With this, 
does it come a danger of punk loosing all of 
its underground, D.I.Y., political etc. commit-
ment? Will this be the death of punk?
Aaron: I don’t think it is all that big of a problem 
for the part of the scene we are in.  I think if 
anything it will draw people into the underground 
scene.  I mean, I got into punk through listening to 
bands off Epitaph records.  You got to start some-
where.  Of course most people will never find the 
underground and will be content to listen to more 
mainstream bands, but a few people will not be 
satisfied with that and they’ll try to seek out the 
real stuff.  There needs to be a bridge from the 
mainstream to the underground, so that younger 
kids can get involved.
Hopefully there will always be DIY bands and a 
DIY scene around, because those who participate 
in it realize how much more gratifying it is to see a 
punk band in a basement than in a club.  

Big labels are totally freaking out on all of this 
illegal mp3 downloading, not knowing what 
to do. But hey, they had it coming! But, can 
all this downloading have a negative effect on 
underground music as well? The quality of the 
packaging and the music might suffer; people 

might even do boring “digital files only” demos 
and crap like that. What are your thoughts 
around this?
Aaron: I think there are both good and bad aspects 
of mp3s.  On one hand, it’s great because the music 
is way more accessible and easier to find.  I think it’s 
great that people can get our music for free.  Even 
though it is does help bands (especially on tour) 
and the scene, I think punks spend way too much 
money on records.  If someone can get our music 
without spending money I’m all for it.  Most of the 
music that I treasure the most; I have recorded on 
tape from other people.
On the other hand, with the lack of artwork and 
packaging, you are really missing a key part of the 
whole thing.  And that’s why I think people will still 
buy albums.  People like to have something tan-
gible to hold on to, like the feel of an LP in your 
hands.  It won’t be erased when your computer 
crashes.  Fifty years later, you’ll still be able to play 
it (though it will probably skip like a motherfucker).  
Of course, maybe we’ll just be in post-apocalyptic 
nomadic tribes without electricity and will be too 
occupied with goat farming to care at that point.  But 
again, I digress.

OK, I guess we’re coming to a closing here. 
And what better place to let us all know what 
the future holds for Garmonbozia - new records, 
gigs, tours…?
Feel free to add what you think should be added. 
And thanks for taking the time to answer this 
and good luck with everything!
Aaron: Well Lisa has moved to Seattle to play cello 
in another band called Oroku, so we can only record 
or play shows when she comes to visit us.  We are 
in the process of recording some songs for a new 7” 
to be released by Profane again.  We also have a 
song coming out on a 7” inch comp with four bands 
on it that I’m pretty excited about.  It’s a “theme” 
comp about the four horsemen of the apocalypse 
with each band writing a song about one of the 
horsemen.  We are doing “Death”.  
We are planning two more tours.  We are going to 
tour the east coast and the south here in the U.S. 
this august, and in March of 2007 we’re going to go 
to Europe for six weeks.  That should be awesome.  
And then I think Garmonbozia will rest in peace and 
we’ll start newer and better bands.
Thank you very much for the interview, I’m sorry we 
took so long to get it finished.  Hopefully we’ll see 
you next March!

Garmonbozia c/o Profane Existence
P.O.box 8722

Minneapolis, MN 55408
USA

www.myspace.com/garmonbozia

garmonboziamail@yahoo.com



My heart beats faster as the tunes fills my head. Blood, sweat and tears, the anger and the fears. All the things 

that built this scene and which also might consume us if we don’t learn how to direct those very same feelings.

Punk is my drug and yes, I admit that I’m constantly in search for the next fix, the next band to blow me away, 

the next show that’ll make me feel that I’m still alive, the next cool person that are willing to share her/his experi-

ences and stories, the next city...country...world!

I’m addicted.
It has been proven so many times before that if we really put our minds to it we can indeed make things happen. 

We can work together as a collective.

All around the world we have cool venues, collectives and squats where people come together to enjoy each 

others presence and to make new friends as well as catching up with old friends. To see the bands that you 

really love, and not just because they play good music but also because they have something important to say, 

which leads me to my point; “Shut up and play!!”. Does it sound familiar?

Seriously, I’ve had it with people who can’t spare a few minutes to listen to another person who is trying to make 

a point or who has something important to say. What the fuck is the matter with some people? I know I will get 

a lot of crap for this since I know that there are a lot of people who attend shows just for the music, and I don’t 

say that’s wrong. But in what way does it kill you to just wait a few minutes before you enter the pit again? You 

can at least show some respect, and if not for the band at least for your friends and the people around you. 

Believe me, there are people who actually wants to listen to what bands have to say.

As I was reading “Gilman 924: The story so far...” there was a person who 
brought this up and I was so glad that someone finally did because I can’t even 
remember the last time I read anything about the subject, which to me is very 
strange.
To me punk is so much more than just music, even though it was the music that 
made me want to be a part of the scene in the beginning. To me it’s about creat-
ing an environment where you can live out your dreams and goals and also to 
help others to achieve them as well. To gain experiences and learn how to work 
together as a collective and most important of all to show yourself and others 
that you really can live an alternative life...a life were you can be free, a life 
where you can make your own decisions.
It was when I read this book that I realized how much we really take the scene 
for granted and to be honest, it fucking scares me. I know that I take it for 
granted a lot of times too and I’m glad that the book about this venue in Berkley 
called Gilmans opened my eyes to a lot of issues that I haven’t even thought 
about. Now when I go to shows I see it very clear now, all those small things that 
you maybe don’t care to think about. I had no idea how much damage you can 
do on a venue and the people involved in that place just by ignoring a few rules 
that had been made up by those who have to work there just so that people can 
come and have a good time. I mean it’s not hard to look after yourself.
I used to work at a venue in Jönköping, Sweden called Eldslandet and when I 
come to think of it there were a lot of things that would have made it all a lot 
easier on us who worked there. I’m never gonna forget all the cleaning up we 
had to do the day after every show even though we had bags hanging all over 
the place where people could throw their cans and crap. Somehow the garbage 
ended up on the floor anyway and we had to spend hours on cleaning up not 
mentioning the bathrooms. Why can’t people pee and shit in the toilet? Nowa-
days I’m always thinking about those who’ll clean up the day after so I try to take 
care of my own garbage. That’s just one small thing you can do and that’s not 
too much to ask either. Even though you are not working at the venue it’s still 
your venue and you should take care of it as much as anyone else. 

for the love of fast music... by Sonny



This column turned out a lot more harsh than it was meant to be and I really don’t mean to throw 
punches here. Just to remind you, and myself, that we have to take care of the things that we 
have gained and created or else we will loose them again.

The venue I used to work at doesn’t exist anymore and I guess that’s why I think we should 
take better care of the things that we have. Eldslandet turned to ruins a few years ago and I 
know that a lot of people would agree on that it was the best venue in Sweden at that point. 
I saw a lot of great bands there and I met a lot of great people too.
One band that I saw during my time there was Bagger and I will never forget that night. I 
can without a doubt say that it was the fucking best show I have ever seen. They arrived 
at Eldslandet with a huge truck filled with tons of junk, metal and chains. They turned 
Eldslandet to something that looked like a chamber located in hell. They put up the great-
est show that beats Mad Max by far. It was so much more than just a band on stage, you 
couldn’t even see the band cause they had put up a huge net that covered the scene so that 
you would focus on the show that went on among the crowd with kidnappings, gun battles 
with guns loaded with paint and torture. It was so fucking cool and they all looked like they 
were lifted out from Mad Max. It’s hard to even put into words what it was like. I think that 
members from Bagger can be found in Pack from Switzerland now. I just wish that I could 
experience that again.

We have to take care of each other and cherish the things we have. Together we can rip shit up. 
For the love of fast music!!!



All photos on this spread taken
 at 

Blitz, Oslo by Krogh. Kylesa in September 2005,
Massmord and Betongbarn
in January 2006.





Acursed - Livet Är Den Längsta Vägen Till Helvetet LP
Ambulance - Dawn of a New Beginning 7”
Amen 81 - The Hit Pit LP
Ana Barata/Speedergarben - split 7”
Asbest - Klaustrofobi 7”
Bluttat - Nkululeko LP
Bombstrike/Reign of Bombs - split LP
Century of War - s/t 7”
Cop On Fire - s/t LP
Desolation - Demo EP 7”
Dirge - Scarred Forever LP
Disclose/World Burns To Death - split 7”
Diskonto - Watch Us Burn LP
Disrespect - Wartorn 7”
Doomtown - Forever Fucked LP
Drown in Blood - Blood Red Path LP
Ensam - s/t 7”
Extinction Of Mankind - The Nightmare Seconds LP
Hail of Rage - Discography CD
Hellshock - Warlord 7”
Hermit Prose - Down Beats Sect 7”
His Hero Is Gone - Monuments To Thieves LP
Imperial Leather - Something Out of Nothing LP
Kakistocracy - s/t LP
Konfrontation - Nedbrytningsprocessen LP
Krigshot - Till Vilket Pris Som Helst LP
Kontempt - s/t 7”
Kylesa - To Walk A Middle Course LP
Kvoteringen - Roffarens Marknad 7”
Kvoteringen - Vidrig Maskinell Framfart 7”
Kärnvapen Attack - Kunst und Unkunst LP
Leadershit - s/t LP
Lebenden Toten - State Laughter 12”
Lähempänä Loppua - s/t 7”

BLINDEAD MAILORDER
Makiladoras - In Eigen Hand LP
MAP - s/t 7”
Martyrdöd - In Extremis LP
Massgrav/Diskonto - split LP
Massmord - Inget Liv/Ingen Död LP
MDC - Magnus Dominus Corpus LP
Murder Disco Experience - Ground Zero: Stuttgart LP
Mönster - Death Before Disorder LP
Oi Polloi/Nikmat Olalim - split LP
Paranoia Keeps Crawling - Made to be Broken LP
Poison Idea - Latest Will and Testament LP
Poliisivaltio - Fuck your discos LP
Reduction - s/t CD
Regulations - Electric Guitar LP
Riistetyt - Tuomiopaiva 7”
Ruin - Distort/Confuse 7”
Ruin/Pause - split 7”
Sanctum - Last Breath 7”
Secret Seven - Take It Back CD
Signal Lost - You’ll Never Get Us Down Again 7”
Skitkids - Discography CD
Skitsystem - Stigmata LP
Terveet Kädet - The Horse LP
The Total End - s/t 7”

Thought Crime - It’s All in Yer Head LP
V/A - Amebix Japan LP
Victims - Divide and Conquer LP
Victims - In Blood LP
Visions Of War/Ohlo De Gato - split LP
Vitamin X - Rip It Out 7”



TODAY’S OVERDOSE

Today’s Overdose hail from Sweden and they were my first choice for the 

debut of Dömd Fanzine. A choice I found suiting since they are in the spot-

lights now with their first 7” release and some shows booked in Europe. 

They have the great taste of mixing Poison Idea with powerful rocking 

Swedish hardcore so my choice was obvious.
This interview was meant to involve the whole band as they were going to 

answer it during a rehearsal but for some reason their e-mail with answers 

got lost due to problems with my e-mail server. I asked Dadde to write them 

again, so this is the way it turned out.
Interview by Sonny. Here we go.



Hi guys, what’s going on with Today’s 
Overdose? Could you just give a brief 
introduction of the band, please.
Dadde: Right now we are writing new songs 
so we can record again soon.
We are aiming for an LP this time. The band con-
sist of: Micke Bull - Vocals, Jocke - Guitar and 
Vocals, Erik - Guitar and Vocals, Erkenvåg - 
Bass and Vocals, Dadde - Drums.

Besides the fact that some of you have played 
together before, what inspired you guys to start 
Today’s Overdose?
Dadde: Poison idea. That’s everyone’s favorite band 
and they covered so many different styles and made 
it their own. We wanted to take the essence of that 
add our old sound and take it even further. I guess 
you could call that “loosing your head”.

What are you doing when you’re not rocking out 
in the practice room?
Dadde: Rocking out with other bands, working, 
drinking, setting up shows, hanging around with our 
friends. See, I have a very simple life, but I’m filling it 
with too much simple stuff that everything gets com-
plicated. It’s nothing I recommend! I’d love to be able 
to do some more travelling - without a band, I haven’t 
done that in 12 years.

I don’t know if you’ve noticed, but there are a lot 
of bands forming these days all over Sweden. It 
seems almost like a new wave of kids doing there 
part to make this scene bigger and stronger. Have 
you noticed it too or is it just me?
Dadde: I think you are right. I almost have a hard 
time keeping track of everything. But it’s great to see 
that newer kids are coming along to kick our and 
other oldies/scenesters asses.

Since we’re allready on the subject. Do you see 
yourselves as one of those bands, despite the 
fact that you have been around quite some time 
as individuals and as members of other bands?
Dadde: Well, not really. I mean we are a new band 
we are playing with the same rules as every new 
band - except for the fact that we have contacts from 
old bands and some people know we are former blah 
blah blah. We deliberately do not say former Wolfbri-
gade on our MySpace site just cause we are so damn 
tired of seeing that name everywhere ;)
In one way we shouldn’t be afraid to expose that, 
but I’m afraid a lot of people would just listen to us 
because of that and that’s not what we want. I want 

people to listen to discover us and hear about us cause we are doing kick ass music that they like not because we are ex-that famous crust band from Sweden.

Some of you in Today’s Overdose are involved in this new venue in Stockholm called Brygghuset. What can you tell us about it? What do you think of Sweden in general when it comes to venues?Dadde: I’m involved with it. All I can say that it’s chaotic. There’s a lot of will and dedica-tion involved and that’s the most important. But there’s a lack of volunteers and money and there’s no way that I can keep this tempo and have work, school, bands and grrlfriend at the same time. We’ll see how it turns out. The plan is to be able to sell alcohol at a separate bar this autumn but still have all ages shows. Then the place will be awesome. People are just to damn comfortable and expect shows and everything else in this scene to be served right under their nooses exactly the way THEY want it. I’m really fed up with that kind of atti-tude. There are some good venues and organi-zation in Sweden right now. The kids in Malmö have found a kick ass place, that I totally love. I haven’t seen the place finished yet, but it’s gonna fucking rule. Then Gothenburg and Spatt have a good thing going. Kafé 44 and Fullersta in Stockholm and the clubs Who Killed Marilyn and Statskupp is great. Klubb Idiot in Örebro 



seems nice. Sandviken and Kungen. Skylten in Linköping. Jönköping 

have started to book shows again. There’s something happening 

again and I’m really happy about that.

After I listened to the only track you have gone public with, 

Insomnia from your upcoming 7”, the first time I got totally sur-

prised. What went through your heads when you sat down and 

wrote the songs to this 7”? Any specific influences?

Dadde: I know a lot of people react the same way. They except down-

tuned metal-inspired crustcore the way we did it in Wolfbrigade and 

Wolfpack. We wanted to head in a more old American hardcore direc-

tion but still have that vibe of Swedish hardcore. Since we all love 

old bands like Poison idea, Circle Jerks as well as some newer stuff 

like Spazm 151 and old rock n roll we took a parts of that and tried to 

make it our own thing. Then we headed to record 4 songs on a 8 track 

in TWE?’s practice place and decided it sounded good. 

But since the sound sucked we wanted to hear how 

it sounded in a real studio se we went to the 

Dustward where I had recorded the Imperial 

Leather LP and it was 
just right for us.

You had a tour planed 
for the UK a couple of 

months ago that you canceled. 
What happened? Do you have any plans for 

future tours?
Dadde: Well, there was some miscommunication 

between the promoter of one gig and the promoter of 
the rest of the gigs I guess. Shit happens. We will be 

back. I’m sure it will be better to do a thing like that when 
we have a record out. We will go to Germany with Victims 

in June to do 4 shows. Should be fun. It’s gonna be fun not 
to headline:), then we can party more and scream obscene 

things at Victims.

Do you have a long term goal or vision with Today’s Over-
dose?

Dadde: LP, more shows, and maybe a longer tour. Since Erik will 
be moving up to Stockholm later this year it will be easier for us to 

practice and make songs.

That’s all for this time. I hope you liked the interview and I hope 
I’ll see you live soon somewhere. Any last words?

Dadde: I’m sure we’ll see you soon, Sonny. Thanks for the interview.
Check out our EP it’s probably out by the time you read this, on PRO-

FANE EXISTENCE and WASTED SOUNDS. 
www.myspace.com/todaysoverdose

      Cheers / Dadde

s/t EP out on Profane Existence 

(US) and Wasted Sounds (Swe).



Mob 47 live in
Stockholm May 2006.

Photos by Krogh.





In this column I’m gonna talk a bit about my connection to punk. I’m not gonna go into every detail, but opinions of mine connected to the hardcore punk scene. These are my opinions and not anyone else’s and if you have a problem with anything I have to say, take it up with me directly. I always enjoy hearing other views and it’s not impossible I will learn something from them either.

Me and my records - nothing but love.
This part might annoy the hell out of some people 
since it’s connected with record collecting, but what-
ever.
Most of the people I hang out with are really into 
music, records, and related stuff like music books and 
stuff like that. None of the ones I hang out with on a 
daily basis are into the same music as me, but it’s at 
least connected since it’s a lot of old metal, garage 
pop/punk, rock ‘n’ roll, etc. This leads me to what I 
wanted to talk about. I have always envied my friends 
for being able to read through book after book about 
band history, record info including pressings, pics 
of covers, and so on. I love that stuff. Many might 
find this useless and only something “record collector 
scum” should be interested in, and it’s not a coinci-
dence I found these books through mainstream music. 
Still, it is something I am interested in and it’s not 
like it’s the pricing info and notes on the value of the 
records that’s important. As far as I’m concerned that 
part could be lifted right out, I’m only interested in the 
history of the band. But again, if the total amount of 
pressings made, and how many of those that came 
with a different cover or green vinyl is a part of bands 
history or not is debatable - I think so though.
I admit that my fascination for pressing info and stuff 
started when I was really into different pressings, col-
ored vinyl, and all that goes with collecting. I’m not 
equally into that anymore - but even now that I don’t 
care about this as much I’ve kept my interest in get-
ting to know as much as possible about a band and 
its outputs. I still think it’s more fun to have the limited 
color or whatever, but to have the record in itself is 
what matters and I don’t go out of my way to obtain 
the limited version.

I know I, in the name of punk, should do it myself 

instead of bitching about the fact that I miss these 

kind of resources - but there are people out there who 

have so much more info than me and I have enough 

to do as it is at the moment. But who knows, I might 

dive into it some time.
If you’ve sat through this piece annoyed as hell that 

I’m not aware of zine X and book Y that handles this 

exact matter, please let me know about those.

PUNK ROCK AND STUFF written by Krogh

To get to the point, I would like to see more books about this connected to hardcore punk and all the surrounding sub-genres. To alphabetically flip through the pages of a independently published book about raw hardcore bands from all around the world, reading short bios, looking at record covers, finding out when and on what label a certain record was released... I know there are websites about this, but that’s not the same thing - I want it collected at the same place, and in physical form. Every now and then a zine with stuff like this appears, I love to read pretty much everything Stuart Arsehole and Felix von Havoc has written on the subject, but not often enough. And the book format I’m talking about above isn’t a must either; it could just as well be a zine dedicated to this, taking care of a few bands each issue. Looking at the international punk scene, not just the “cool” countries. And most of the resources around today only deal with old stuff, I wanna see info on newer bands as well.



Compilations suck? You suck!
I was reading the third issue of the Finnish zine Mar-
suli the other day and found the column “HC doesn’t 
need any stupid rules!” by Raffaele of Perro Maldito 
zine to have some interesting points worth mention-
ing. Raffaele touches the subject of compilations and 
makes his point clear when writing “I hate compila-
tions and I’m sure that you do, too”. My personal 
answer to that is; no, I don’t. I think compilations can 
be a real good way to find new bands. Raffaele does 
not agree; “Before internet, comps had a good pur-
pose, but now they’ve lost it”. I agree to the fact that 
it’s real easy to look up new bands through a down-
loaded mp3 from their website, or checking out their 
MySpace site. But if that alone makes compilations 
useless you could just as well apply this argument 
to all records, or zines. Probably more on zines than 
records. Why bother to make a paper zine when a 
webzine is more up to date, more easily accessible 
since it’s not limited to a number of copies e.g.. They 
also save trees compared to paper zines, but the 
internet and all that is needed to gain access prob-
ably does a lot of damage too, if not more, so we 
can strike that last one. “It’s much more fun to read a 
real zine than a webzine” is a common opinion, and 
I agree (otherwise I wouldn’t be doing this here zine 
after years of having a webzine only), but I also think 
exactly that about compilations.
And most of the times I buy a new compilation I find a 
new band I might never have heard of. If I only were 
to sweep the internet I doubt I would’ve found those 
bands. How could I if I’ve never even heard about 
their existence?
Raffaele also thinks that we who have released com-
pilations should consider all the poor small distros 
who take some copies and then can’t sell them. 
What? Excuse me, but who the hell is holding a gun to 
your head? I have released two compilations myself 
through my label Blindead Productions and I have 
never forced anyone to trade for, or buy, any of those. 
If you know you can’t sell compilations, why stock 
them?
I asked Flo of Heartfirst, who recently released the 
comp.7” “Deutschland in Decline” to hear what he 
had to say about the existence of the compilation. 

The most interesting thing he said is actually a 
direct opposite on what was written in Marsuli as 
Flo thinks that “Hardcore punk compilations are the 
highlight of releases for any label. Only good labels 
and good (local or national) punk scenes can come 
up with truly solid compilations.” Also important to 
note is that he’s not talking about “…the shitty “CD-
sampler” by a corporate “punk” label that is thrown 
at you for 2 Euro but about hardcore punk compi-
lations with unreleased tracks.” Neither is he talk-
ing about “…shitty thrown together DIY 7”s without 
a theme and with a pile of skulls (yawn) on the 
cover.” While I don’t necessarily get bored by skull 
artwork, what can I say - I’m a sucker for this tradi-
tional and done-to-death type of art, I totally agree 
that a comp should be made up by unreleased 
stuff. At least for the majority of the songs, but 
exceptions are ok when it comes to not very known 
bands in my opinion. As long as it’s good tracks. 
Flo agrees that it of course should be quality stuff 
even on a compilation and also come close to my 
reasoning about released/unreleased stuff when 
he says that “A smart punk band understands 
that a comp. needs killer tracks to attract atten-
tion, not leftovers from their recent session. I am 
talking about comps. of the FLEX YOUR HEAD, 
BOSTON NOT L.A., or more recently the HISTE-
RIA LP series-kind. Not to forget the great compi-
lation LP tradition of 80s Japanese hardcore. Just 
to name some examples. A true music fan will still 
appreciate those compilations because they either 
bring attention to new bands or will have unre-
leased tracks by their favorite bands.”
What can I more say about the matter after this? 
Not much. But I can finish this off with a little ques-
tion connected to the “comps are unnecessary 
because of the internet” thing, aren’t (while rea-
soning along those lines) scenereports also unnec-
essary now that we have MySpace? I mean, why 
read about it in a zine when the bio and music 
is just a click away? Because scenereports are 
much more fun than MySpace. And compilations 
are much more fun than a digital music file!

In closing I really want to underline that you please 
don’t take this as an assault on Raffaele person-
ally, it was just those views that got me thinking 
about this subject and therefor I felt it was nec-
essary to include some of them in this column. I 
respect the right to each individual’s opinion, even 
though I didn’t like what I read and felt I had to 
react against them.

Until next time - up the punx!



GONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN...

Yuppiecrusher existed between late 1996 and spring 1998 and some of their releases 
actually came out after the band had ceased to exist. Many, me included, experienced the 
band to come from nowhere and they took the scene by storm with their melodic, somewhat 
calm - but still raw as hell in their own way, punk.
With three 7”s of their own and three split 7”s they tread new ground and dared to 
step away from the path all other Swedish acts were walking down at that time. The very 
first line-up included Andreas, Henrik, and a third unknown guy and they wanted to play 
some sort of skate-punk. When Jocke joined the band it was intended that he should play 
second guitar, but since the guy with no name never showed up for rehearsals again 
the band remained a trio. The name Yuppiecrusher was chosen and the band stepped away 
from the skate-punk. This was in November 1996 and the band started to write songs, 
had their first gig early December, and recorded their first tracks (which became 
their last release - the split 7” with Boycot. More on this in the record-comments) 
early 1997. The line-up was now Jocke on guitar/vocals, Henrik on bass/vocals, and 
Andreas on the drums.
Andreas left the band after a not-so-successful tour in Germany. The car, borrowed by 
Stockholm Pigs, died two times before they even had left Sweden and they had to push it 
onboard the ferry. After their first gig in Hamburg the car gave up completely and they 
had to dump it and take the train home. So the planned four-week tour ended up being 
just one gig. It should have been their first tour too.
Back in Sweden Jimmy replaced Andreas on the drums and this line-up remained the same 
until the end. Henrik used to sing in a straight edge hardcore band called Outflow 
together with Jimmy, so that’s where they found him.
During and after the existence of Yuppiecrusher the members played in other bands 
too. Henrik was in a pop/rock band at the end of Yuppiecrusher and continued on 
with them after the break. Andreas was also in that band for a while. Jimmy had a 
käng/metal band called Poolhouse Massacre, and Jocke eventually moved to Finland and 
played with Diaspora and Unkind to name some. He’s also been in Scumbrigade and Sista 
Civilisationens Död as well as doing the zine/label Witchhunt.

Yuppiecrusher is a band that made a big impact on us here at Dömd and we think it’s sad 
they never had the chance to make a full-length record as we think they would’ve made a 
real interesting and varied record.
A band that was on everybody’s lips for a while but now don’t get the appreciation 
they deserve.
We’ve noted that now, several years after the actual release several of the records have 
surfaced in distros again, and we urge you to not miss this opportunity to easily come 
by music from one of the best Swedish bands of the late nineties.

No Commercial Value 7” - 1997 - Insect Records (001)
First press: 1000 black vinyl
Second press: 600 clear vinyl

Side A: Where’s the alternative/No commercial value/Preacher 
man/Your land is our land
Side B: What do they get?/You’ve heard it all before/Sent to 
the slaughter/Her right

The first one to be released, but in reality their second 7” as 
the split with Boycot was recorded prior to this.
A lot of problems with the original label delayed the record 
for two years - eventually the band got tired of waiting and 
started their own label.



Split 7” w/Intervenzione - 1998 - Död & Uppsvälld (D&U 003)
One pressing: 1000 black

Tracks: Refuse/When will it change?

Leftover tracks from the “No Commercial Value” 7”. Intervenzione 
was approached about sharing the record and D&U about the release. 
The alarm clock between the tracks came to during the mastering, 
mostly to annoy people. It was Jocke and Mange (D&U) that thought 
it would be funny, none of the other band members knew anything.

Results? 7” - 1998 - Strongly Opposed Records (-)
One pressing: 1000 black vinyl

Side A: Results?
Side B: The United States of genocide

The track “Results?” was recorded already when Andreas was the 
drummer and mostly for fun. But it was re-recorded with Jimmy 
after Pablo of Strongly Opposed had made it clear several times 
that he wanted to release it. “The United States of genocide” 
should have been on the Boycot split, before it was a split, 
so that one was also re-recorded. This came out after the band 
had called it quits.

Split 7” w/Boycot - 1998 - Sacro K-Balismo/Libertad O Muerte
(sacro ego 37/ lom-prod. 24)
First press: 1000 black vinyl
Second press: 500 clear extra heavy vinyl with orange splatter

Tracks: Couch potato/Break down the walls of apathy/What kind of 
future?/Repression

As stated above this should have been the first 7”, not a split, 
released by Our Struggle Records, but a lot of messing around from 
Tom (Our Struggle) delayed it for one and a half years. Then it 

Split 7” w/Snifter - 1998 - Insect Records (Ins 03)
One pressing: 1000 black vinyl

Tracks: D.I.Y.O.D.D.I.A.A./Dis-gusted/70 lives/
On the other side

After a long talk about a split between Jocke and Jonas (Snifter) 
Henke Insect was persuaded to release it. “D.I.Y.O.D.D.I.A.A.” 
were also originally recorded with Andreas for what became the 
Boycot split. At that time with Henrik on vocals. Re-recorded 
with Jimmy and vocals by Jocke since Henrik didn’t want to sing. 
Released after the band had split up.

was gonna be a split release between Our Struggle and Libertad O Muerte but then Tom 
disappeared and Patrick (L.O.M.) was left alone and could not afford to release it. 
Sacro K-Balismo had for a long time been wanting to do a series of flexi records 
with different bands (among them Yuppiecrusher and Boycot) but couldn’t find a cheap 
enough pressing plant. This lead to the joining of L.O.M. and Sacro and a joining 
of the two bands. Four tracks had to be removed, but some did - as said before - 
end up on other records.

No Sir, I Won’t 7” - 1998 - Elderberry Records (E.B. 012)
One pressing: 1000 black vinyl

Side A: No more roles/Enough/They try to deny/I won’t take part
Side B: Burn your flag/Fuck homophobia/Smash divisions/
March 8 1997



Satan,s with me, but my gun ain,t. Unfortunately.

You,re lucky today punk!


